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Abstract: MapReduce is a programming model used for processing Big Data. There are had been considerable research in improvement of performance of MapReduce model. This paper examines performance of MapReduce model based on K Means algorithm inside the Hadoop cluster. Different input size had been taken on various configurations to discover the impact of CPU cores and primary memory size. Results of this evaluation had been shown that the number of cores had maximum impact of the performance of MapReduce model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Big Data is a complex set of data which cannot be processed in traditional system using data analysis software. It requires special type of data storage and processing systems. Thus, special type framework had been developed for Big Data storage and processing. The processing is done by programming model called MapReduce. Some of MapReduce programming model implementation include “Google MapReduce”, “Hadoop MapReduce” and “Amazon Elastic MapReduce”.

Hadoop is a popular framework for data storage and processing for Big Data. Hadoop is made up of multiple components and these components are Hadoop MapReduce programming model, Hadoop distributed file system and YARN and associated JAR files. Hadoop MapReduce is a programming model that works on two steps data processing. These two steps are Map Stage and Reduce Stage. The Map stage involves the key value pair formation. The Reduce stage involves process the key value as per logic which is inside reducer. The data is stored in special storage systems which is Hadoop Distributed file systems (HDFS).

The K means is data clustering algorithm which helps in recognition of data pattern like shopping pattern of customers. The clustering of similar data pattern helps in identification of hidden natures of data. It works on identification of group on k variables. The result is k clusters with centroids which used for labeling data set.

This paper had been divided into seven sections. The first section discuss introduction of basic technology and algorithm. Second part provides the related work done in MapReduce and Big Data processing. Third section describes Hadoop MapReduce and HDFS in detail. The fourth section describes K Means algorithm and its importance in evaluating the performance. The fifth section discusses the test scenario which had been conduction under K Means algorithm on Hadoop cluster. Sixth section provides the insight of test result. Finally, the seventh section provides the conclusion of the paper and its result after the evaluating of MapReduce programming model and provides future work.

II. RELATED WORK

MapReduce had been used for data analysis in cheap and reliable manner. The MapReduce is extensively used for data processing of Big Data for various fields like ecommerce, e-Government, e-Learning and other fields. Similarly, Big Data had been highly investigated topic for investigator from its storage to processing.

MapReduce programming model was original developed by Google Inc. Later on, Apache software foundation developed Hadoop MapReduce which was inspired by Google MapReduce. Similarly, Amazon Company developed its own MapReduce called Elastic MapReduce (EMR) under its Amazon web services. MapReduce programming model try to provide optimal and fast result with parallel allocation of data processing. It works on basic of concept of map stage and reducer stage so that data with different size, type, values and speed of data transmissions are processed concurrently. MapReduce balance the computation and data transmission over the network. Cost of data transmission is more than the computation when data size and complexity are intense. MapReduce concept could be implicated as combination of mapping, shuffling and sorting and reducing of data set. Apache software foundation had made MapReduce implementation under Hadoop framework. Hadoop MapReduce runs applications with big size of data on parallel configured servers on commodity hardware. MapReduce splits the dataset to form key value pairs. The key value pairs are independent chunks of the data which form by map task of MapReduce model.

These key value pairs are taken as input in reduce task. The output of reduce task are then stored on the Hadoop
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distributing file system (HDFS). In case of any failure, the process had been designed to rerun task. MapReduce and HDFS are mostly kept on same nodes to reduce network workload, thus combination needs of data transmission is negligible. There are also two tracker systems called “JobTracker” and “TaskTracker” in each cluster. They deal with scheduling of jobs on DataNode and ensuring the completion of job without failures.

III. HADOOP MAPREDUCE AND DISTRIBUTED FILE SYSTEM

Hadoop is major framework implementing the MapReduce programming model and distributed file system. The Hadoop is build under Apache Foundation. It is open source framework which runs on commodity hardware. The Hadoop MapReduce is made up of two stages and these stages are map stage and reduce stage. The data is transformed into key value pairs in the map stage. The key values pairs are simple dataset consist of key which is unique to identify the value. The data is fetched from Hadoop distributed file system at various DataNodes. In reduce stage, the data is processed to merge and sort the data to get desire output. The output is written to the DataNodes for later on retrieval by the user. The Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) is a file system which runs at different systems. HDFS is made up of NameNode and DataNodes. The NameNode is master node which co ordinates the data exchange and stores all data location. There is a secondary NameNode which functions if the NameNode fails. The DataNode stores the data in blocks.

IV. K MEANS ALGORITHM

K means algorithm is data clustering algorithm which used to find group of data with similar data pattern. K means algorithm is an unsupervised learning algorithm which divides the dataset into k cluster and its k centers. It is well-established algorithm used for unsupervised learning technique especially in signal processing.

K means algorithm take large set of elements and transform them into k clusters with k number of means. Initial some random means are assigned and they are iterated for convergence correction. Final means are obtained after the no changes occur in their values after the calculation of new mean. The algorithm in simple steps had been provided in below steps.

- Step 1: Input D as set of elements
- Step 2: Input K as number of desired clusters
- Step 3: Assign random values for means (m1, m2,…mk)
- Step 4: While convergence criteria are static
- Step 5: Calculate new mean for each cluster
- Step 6: Assign new mean for item ti
- Step 7: End while
- Step 8: Print K as set of clusters

In listed steps, the k means algorithm takes D set of elements and K number of desired clusters. Randomly assign values for means such that m1, m2 and mk. Calculation of new mean is done until its convergence criteria become static. Final mean K becomes output as final step.

V. EXAMINING K MEANS ALGORITHM IN VARIOUS TEST SCENARIO

The k means algorithm had been implemented and executed on various test scenarios under Hadoop cluster. A Node named as “quickstart.cloudera” on IP address 10.0.2.15 under port number 50010 had been configured with storage capacity of 554.51 GB. 83176.65 MB that is nearly 1.5 % of total storage had been filled with data for inputs. The processor configuration had been set at various counts for the experiment which range from 4, 6, 8 and 16 cores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Last contact</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Blocks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>quickstart. cloudera (10.0.2.15:50010)</td>
<td>Mon Apr 29 04:34:47 -0700 2019</td>
<td>83176.65 MB (1.5%)</td>
<td>2.6.0-cdh 5.13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>554.51 GB</td>
<td>994</td>
<td>83176.65 MB (1.5%)</td>
<td>2.6.0-cdh 5.13.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ten random test scenarios had been chosen for evaluation of the MapReduce characteristics. Five test scenarios had been evaluated with varied number of core (processors) variation as shown in figure 2 and other five test scenarios with primary memory / RAM size variation configurations. The instance type “c4.8xlarge” had been chosen which is available from different sets of instance type in Amazon web service as shown in figure 1. It provides a large set of CPU cores variation and it had been for evaluation of MapReduce programming model under k means algorithm. The test scenarios had been executed sample data of various domains.

Core (Processors) variation had been executed on k means algorithm with various data size. First test scenario involved data size of 10 GB and 4 processors which completed in 53 seconds. Second test
scenario involved data size of 10 GB and 6 processors which completed in 47 seconds. Third test scenario involved data size of 10 GB and 8 processors which completed in 53 seconds. Fourth test scenario involved data size of 40 GB and 8 processors which completed in 106 seconds. Fifth test scenario involved data size of 40 GB and 16 processors which completed in 40 seconds.

Primary memory / RAM size variation had been executed on k means algorithm with various data size. First test scenario involved data size of 10 GB and 8 RAM which completed in 45 seconds. Second test scenario involved data size of 10 GB and 6 RAM which completed in 46 seconds. Third test scenario involved data size of 10 GB and 5 RAM which completed in 46 seconds. Forth test scenario involved data size of 10 GB and 4 RAM which completed in 47 seconds. Fifth test scenario involved data size of 10 GB and 3 RAM which completed in 48 seconds.

The k means algorithm execution in both types of test case of CPU core and RAM size variation had an impact on completion time.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

The previous section examined the different parameters of MapReduce programming model with K means algorithm.

The execution time of test scenarios under cores variation had been visualized on line chart for understanding the trend in figure 2. Trend shows that processor count is directly proportional to the execution time. Processor count is also directly proportional to data size. The first three case with 10 gigabytes data size shows decrease in execution time with cores increase from 4 to 8. Similarly, fourth and fifth test case with 40 gigabytes data size shows the decrease in execution time. So, the data size is related to the execution time as number of core remains same at 8 cores but the data size is four times with increase in time.

The data size variation with same number of core in the third and fourth test case with 10 gigabytes to 40 gigabytes data size shows increase in execution time that is from 43 seconds to 106 seconds.

![Figure 2: Plot of execution time of five test scenarios of the k means algorithm with various processor configurations.](image)

The k means algorithm execution under various RAM configurations. The execution time of test scenarios under RAM size variation had been visualized on line chart for understanding the trend in figure 3. Trend shows that RAM size is directly proportional to the execution time. It is also directly proportional to data size.

The impact of processor count is more than the RAM size. On increase and decrease of RAM size had minimum direct impact when compared to processor count.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

The paper investigated the K means algorithm behavior under MapReduce programming model. Various test scenarios had been tested for k means algorithm in different number of core count and primary memory size configurations. The results after analysis showed the direct relationship between the number of processor and primary memory size under various configurations. On visualization of the data, the trend showed the major impact of number of cores than the memory size. Thus, it could be concluded that processor have most impact on the performance of MapReduce model.

In the future, the power requirement and network load could be assessed in MapReduce based algorithm execution.
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